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Tianxuanzi was also angry, but she still didn’t lose her mind, staring at
Asura closely, and said, “Asura! Our Nuwa Sect has never offended you
Sun Moon God Sect. Why should we rush to our Nuwa Sect? Kill it all?!”
Asura just flicked his fingers and said disdainfully, “I like it, that’s it.”
These words angered all the Nuwazong people even more. Shangguan
Rufeng was so violent, he couldn’t help it directly and made a bold shot at
Ashura.
“You die for me!!”
He shot extremely fast, almost as fast as lightning, so fast that he had
surpassed the trajectory that the eyes of ordinary innate realm masters could
catch.
And the distance is so close, it’s almost just a thought. Shangguan Rufeng’s
fist has already arrived in front of Asura and rushes directly to Asura’s vitals.
Once it hits, even if Asura is a master of the gods, he will be seriously
injured. !
Shangguan Rufeng was confident in his move.
Although he is a half-step through the gods, if he is singled out, he is
definitely not Ashura’s opponent. However, he was a sneak attack now, and
at such a short distance, he didn’t believe that Ashura could react and dodge.
However, he still underestimated Ashura, or said he overestimated Ashura.
Almost when he started to move, Ashura had already reacted, and his speed
was also extremely fast. He stepped back and dodged Shangguan Rufeng’s
punch in an embarrassing manner. Then he simultaneously kicked his feet
and kicked Shangguan Ru. Feng’s waist turned out to be faster than
Shangguan Rufeng!
Moreover, the angle of his kick was extremely tricky, and it was difficult for
Shangguan Rufeng to dodge, so he could only resist.
Shangguan Rufeng felt the damage this foot had caused him, and his scalp
numb instantly, and the goose bumps all over his body stood up!
not good!
He whispered in his heart, and then made the most correct response among
the sparks of light.
He hurriedly closed his fist, then raised his knee to block Asura’s foot.
Unfortunately, he still underestimated the power of Asura.
When he was kicked by Asura, he felt that he had been hit by a high-speed
train. The powerful collision force caused him to be smashed into pieces
directly! !
He let out a scream, and he flew out upside down.
The most uncomfortable thing is that his knee was kicked and broken.
“The mayfly shakes the tree and doesn’t know what to do.”
Asura kicked Shangguan Rufeng away, with a disdainful smile on his face.
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“Junior Brother!!”
Seeing this scene, Tian Xuanzi’s eyes were about to split, and he
immediately wanted to catch up with Shangguan Rufeng, and he helped
Shangguan Rufeng, and asked concerned and nervously, “Junior Brother,
how are you, are you okay?”
Shangguan Rufeng had blood on his face, his expression was painful, and he
was obviously suffering from severe pain.
“Senior Sister, I’m sorry, I can’t defend Nuwazong…” Shangguan felt
guilty and pained like the wind, tears shed in his eyes.
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